INTRODUCTION
Plasma physics experiments at GSI are being designed to produce dense, large-volume plasmas with heavy-ion beams for use in general scientific research and in exploring target issues in Heavy-Ion Fusion. These applications require high beam intensity on target with small focal spots and short pulse durations. Overall system configurations under consideration to achieve the needed parameters are discussed in a related paper'. Here, we examine the final (1 bunching needed to achieve such high intensities. Economic considerations dictate that the bunching is best carried ont in a ring using a fast rotation of the 11 phase-space. Parameters for 18 T-m and 100 T-m compressor rings (CR-18 and CR-l00), which represent a range of bunching options, are summarized in Table 1 . Bunching rings with similar compression physics are also under development at RlKEN and ITEP. The bunching wave forms needed for these options are consistent with conventional, low-frequency magnetic alloy RF "cavities" or new, high repetition rate induction cells developed at LLNL'. For cavitykell superpositions that approximate ideal, linear hunching waveforms, little difference is expected in the physics of hunching implemented by RF and induction technologies*. Thus, here we assume linear RF bunching.
SIMULATIONS
A hierarchy of simulations with increasing model detail has been developed to investigate the compression of a bunch of N panicles of rest mass m and charge q moving in a ring of radius R about a coasting, synchronous particle with 11 kinetic energy &a = (ye -l)mc2. Here, c is the speed of light in vacuo, and y . = 1/ m, where &c is the )I velocity of the synchronous particle.
I Envelope Simulations
Parametric changes associated with ideal bunch compressions are first analyzed with a simple envelope model. 
PIC Simulations
The combination of strong I space-charge and large momentum spread in the ring/extraction line lead to issues in maintaining I beam focusability (limiting emittance growth) that are being explored with 2d and 3d electrostatic PIC simulations based on the WARP code of LLNL3 and several GSI codes. These simulations include lattices with varying levels of detail, a proper treatment of dispersion, and self-consistent space-charge fields. Presented here are I 2d mid-pulse (62 = 0) simulations with a symmetric FODO lattice for I focusing (occupancy of quadrupoles and dipoles are 25% and 15% of the lattice period, respectively, with tunes Qz0 Qyo equal to the mean of those in Table l ), and compression implemented by continuously adjusting the particle weights and momentum deviations consistent with the envelope model. The initial prebunch is modeled by loading an rms matched I semi-Gaussian (uniform density and temperature) and a 11 Gaussian momentum spread (rms Neuffer equivalent) distributions and then advancing the coasting beam many laps to allow relaxation of the loaded distribution due to weak space-charge and dispersive effects in the ring. These mid-pulse simulations model the region of strongest space-charge and momentum spread, and are structured to explore physics issues as opposed to detailed design evaluations.
Therms emittance ( E , = 4[(z2)(d2) -(zz')'I1/', etc.) evolution is shown in Fig. 2 for a 180" phase-space rotation in the CR-18 lattice with zero (small N ) and full current.
At peak compression (90", 59.475 laps), the in-bend-plane z-emittance undergoes a large increase, whereas the outof-bend y-emittance undergoes a smaller, nonlinear spacecharge driven increase. The thickness of the z-emittance trace indicates the amplitude of emittance oscillations at the lattice and betatron frequencies that result from dispersion and the distribution being dispersion mismatched due to the bunch compression, respectively. To better understand this, the z-particle equation of motion is well approximated by -(zz')(zS)], showing that the emittance evolves primarily in the bends. For an unconelated initial distribution ( (~6 ) = 0, etc), it can be shown that tion (constant out of bends) depending only on the lattice. This oscillation can be understood by examining a group of particles with off-momentum 6. If the closed orbit of this particle group is shifted from the I phase-space center of the group (from dispersion and dispersion mismatch), then the particles will betatron-rotate about the shifted orbit which oscillates according to the dispersion function. Hence, the phase-space ellipse bounding all off-momentum groups (.--cs) will oscillate with components at the betatron frequency (wavenumber ko) and at the frequency of dispersion function oscillations (27r/k -lattice period).
The pumped momentum spread of the applied compression acts to increase the average and amplitude of the emittance oscillation. In this context, the emittance increase is a dispersion induced distortion that is reversible, and can he corrected in the extraction line with appropriate, compensating bends. However, this distortion influences the I bunch size, and thereby the I aperture and extraction. Moreover, nonlinear space-charge, chromatic, and higher-order dispersive effects can produce amplitude dependences that phase-mix (thermalize) part of these reversible emittance oscillations causing uncorrectable, "irreversible" growth.
where F ( s ) is a func-Such growth must he limited, since it can also interfere with the correction of larger, reversible growth components, A measure of the irreversible growth is obtained in full 180" phase-space rotations, since these recover the initial momentum spread and emittance in the absence of irreversible effects. Small chromatic and dispersive terms prevent exact recovery in the zero current simulation shown. The emittance growth of these full-current simulations are qualitatively comparable with 180" rotation experiments4.
Full Current
The dominant source of irreversible emittance growth appears to he nonlinear forces associated with space-charge modes launched during the compression. This is demonstrated by the simulations in Fig. 3 , where the compression in Fig. 2 was carried out in a straight lattice (p --t
00).
Rapid growth occurs when uJuo becomes sufficiently depressed and remains when the compression is reversed. Negligible growth occurs for zero current, and space-charge instability induced growth can he reduced by adjusting I focusing for uo < 90" to eliminate envelope and suppress higher-order collective modes. Little change was induced by varying the compression rate by factors of 2, suggesting fast instability saturation. Although these space charge instabilities are modified in a ring due to the I dispersive broadening weakening space-charge forces, the uo < 90" criteria appears sufficient for rings. Reduced uo also decreases envelope flutter, reducing sensitivity to focusing errors and problems associated with large envelope excursions combined with large momentum spread in bending dipoles. Unfortunately, this criteria is also inconsistent with long, low-dispersion straight sections (for bunch insertionlextraction, RF cavities, e-cooling, etc.), since this requires high phase-advance through bends (with small superperiod number, M ) . However, in the presence of compression, strong space-charge, and large s-varying momentum spread, the conventional definition of a disper- 
CONCLUSIONS
This joint GSILLNL study is investigating the use of fast bunch rotation to compress a large number of particles in heavy-ion rings. The combination of large momentum spread and strong space charge in a ring creates challenges in limiting I emittance growth. Simulations have distinguished and characterized reversible (correctable) growth due to dispersion induced distribution distortions and irreversible (uncorrectable) growth due to various effects. Tentative design criteria were developed to mitigate these growths. Tradeoffs between these constraints and practical considerations will be made in more optimal ring designs.
